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A look at the past and future with
Eastern' s first business instructor.
Page 7

Game time

Football Panthers strut their ..
. . .,..
,~
stuff in scrimmage.
,
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fter 63 hours, Gorbachev returns to power
Hard-line disbandment not.su~piislr1g -

SCOW (AP) - Mikhail S.
chev reclaimed power
sday, just 63 hours after
liners in the Communist
KGB and military ousted
The coup leaders dropped
public view, and one report
ur met with Gorbachev.
the coup collapsed, tanks
w from Moscow, leaders
national legislature invaliall decrees by the coup
rs and press restrictions
'fted. Even the Communist
denounced the coup.
s of thousands of antidemonstrators outside the
'an Parliament building,
Yeltsin's stronghold since
p began Monday, waved
ite-and-blue Russian flags
ed with approval at the
·ners' retreat. Some wore
ed Soviet flags as armand bandanas . At least
ple were killed earlier at
in overnight clashes with
soldiers.

remains in office or is forced to
cede more power to Yeltsin.
Although Yeltsin supported
ay PENNY N.WEAVER
Gorbachev is back in power after hard-line
Gorbachev during the coup, the
Associate news editor
Communists who led Monday's coup against the
two men maintain different
Soviet leader fled Moscow Wednesday, just two
approaches to Soviet reforms
Although SoViet President Mikhail Gorbachev is days after they seized control of the superpower.
and have fought bitterly in the
back in power in Moscow, an Eastern pofitical sci- But Faust said Yeltsin 's role in gathering opposipast. Yeltsin favors a faster
ence professor said the Soviet Union leader still tion to the coup has made .him an even more impor·
move toward democracy and a
isn'tsitting pretty with his country,
tant power in his cou11try.
· .
market economy. The coup's
"He's technically in power but 1 think (he
"Gorbachev must work more closely with
outcome could push Gorbachev
doesn't have) as much power," Professor John . Yeltsin," Faust said.
more firmly into Yeltsin 's
Faust said. "The clear winner (after Monday' s
reformist camp .
.. Continued on.page Y ~. . ,
coup) is (Russian President Boris) Yeltsin."
Yeltsin emerged from the crisis triumphant, having rallied his
The coup's failure could deal people to resist the coup leaders
"We've stopped the attempts nation he was in full control and
to seize our building and take credited the "decisive actions of a fatal blow to efforts by hard- from the streets of major Soviet
our legally elected president!" the democratic forces of the liners in the Communist Party, cities to the mines of Siberia.
Gen . Konstantin Kobets, chair- country." Gorbachev told Bush KGB and military to thwart Even before the coup, he was
man of the Parliament Defense he would return to Moscow from reforms favored by Gorbachev arguably the nation's most popuCommittee, told the elated his vacation retreat in the and Yeltsin. It also could wipe lar politician.
In the United States, Bush
crowd. "This, comrades, is your Crimea on Wednesday night or out the old guard's virtual veto
victory!" Gorbachev told Thursday. It was not immediate- of reform and change the balanc- hailed the coup's end.
"Freedom and democracy
President Bush in a telephone ly possible to pinpoint his ing act Gorbachev has performed since taking power in have prevailed," Bush said. He
call at 7:19 p.m (12:19 p.m. whereabouts.
-said Gorbachev was "elated"
EDT) that the coup was over.
Gorbachev also spoke with 1985.
The country's future course and expressed appreciation to
In a later statement read on Yeltsin. No details of that constate TV, Gorbachev told the versation were available.
depends on whether Gorbachev the United States for its support.

,.

rking presents problems
students and staff alike
'.s note: This is the first in a
rt weekly series concerncampus parking .

YN. WEAVER
g some of Eastern 's staff
1 it a "hunting license,"
most students and staff it's
as a good ol' university
sticker.
it allows the holder to
n campus in specified
- provided, that is, there's
· g place to be found.
plaints about the lack of
g on campus are not new,
ing to Assistant Chief
Kersey of the University
Department. But in_ 1985
6 when the university
ed to the current parking
, Kersey said, complaints
parking decreased.
e old system, he explained,
with staff or student stickers
in specified lots on camThe problem with that was
fold, according to Kersey.
thing, the current stickers
ier for campus police to

look for. They only have to determine if the sticker is a student or
staff sticker and is in the right lot.
With the old system, however,
police had to figure out what lot
stickers were for, Kersey said,
and that process was less easy
than the current system.
The other problem that caused
Eastern to change its parking
policies was that counselors in the
old system decided who in residence halls did or did not get
parking stickers. And when those
with parking places didn't use
their spots, Kersey said, no one
else could use the space.
"It causes a lot of hate, discontent," he said. "It's a lot easier
(now). I think it's a lot better."
But Eastern's current parking
sticker system isn't without its
own flaws. With the many stickers issued, there are bound to be
drivers cruising the streets in
search of an open parking space
that isn't there.
Kersey said one year ago
Eastern had about 2,215 spaces
designated as student parking,
§ Continued on page 2

SHANNON THOMAS/Photo editor

High Steppin'
Eastern's marching band is not out to wake up the entire campus. The percussion section is simply marching
down Seventh Street Wednesday afternoon on their way to practice.

oles County Airport receives $315,000 federal grant
··•

Coles County Memorial Airport will
e changes with the help of a federal
totaling $315,000.
.S. Rep. Terry Bruce, D-Olney,
ed Tuesday the approval of federal
for four airports in the south half of
· trict, which is the 19th Illinois district.
Federal Aviation Administration,
gh its Airport Improvement Program,
the Coles County Airport $315,000

~' .

·~4~
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I am pleased to announce
grants for the airports in
Mattoon, Charleston, Effingham, Flora and Mt. Carmel.
U.S. Rep. Terry Bruce
D-Olney

for the purchase of 26 acres of land to protect the visibility of aircraft.
Coles County is just one of four local airports to receive federal grants amounting to
$1.5 million. Mt. Carmel, Effingham and
Flora airports will also see improvements
made with the grant money.
"I am pleased to announce grants for the
airports in Mattoon, Charleston, Effingham, Flora and Mt. Carmel," Bruce said.
Coles County Airport Manager Jerry
Carter said the land will be purchased to
g~ard against the construction of any dis-

tracting structures on the land that may
decrease visibility on the runways.
Additional funds for the $350,000 project
will be generated from other sources of state
and local assistance. Typically, it is a combined effort with federal, state and local
assistance, Carter said.
The application process of receiving grant
money is an "on-going process," he added.
The importance of this project, however,
may change along the way, since plans are
placed in order of importance, Carter said.
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FROM PAGE ONE

Welcome Back
Your Sweetheart
with our Sweethea
Roses Special!

Hard-line
• Continued from page I
And that may mean faster reforms
in the Soviet Union as it heads for
democracy. Yeltsin is known for
advocating swift reform in his
country, and Faust said Gorbachev
may now be almost forced to allow
faster reform in the Soviet Union.
"Gorbachev and Yeltsin are both
strengthened by the fact that the
hard liners have been discredited,"
Faust noted. 'This is the most decisive thing in the past six years."
Professor Wolfgang Schlauch,
who teaches European history, also
said Yeltsin scored a victory in his
handling of the crisis.
"He was able to create sufficient
opposition within Moscow and outside Moscow to weaken the coup,"
Schlauch said. "I did not expect the
coup to fall that rapidly, (but) it
seemed obvious that the coup leaders didn't h11ve (any) support.
"(They) were not unified in their
objectives," he added.
History Associate Professor
Anita Shelton, who teaches Soviet
history, agreed with Schlauch that
the hard-liners who overthrew
Gorbachev weren't very well pre-

pared in their venture. She noted
that the coup came just before a
union treaty was to be signed,
which would give republics in the
Soviet Union more power over
their own affairs.
"(The coup) was an act of desperation," Faust agreed. "It was
very poorly planned. It was not
done with careful foresight."
Shelton said she was not surprised when the coup occurred, but
did not expect it to fall so quickly.
"It was clear that something
(like) this was coming," she said.
"(But) I was surprised that it fell as
fast as it did."
The Soviet people were a main
factor in the quick put-down of the
coup, Shelton added.
"Things have changed in the
Soviet Union," she said.
Faust noted that the lacl;c of support from the Soviet army for the
coup was also a critical factor in the
swift fall of the Communist
takeover.
"In the past, there has been no
massive willingness to support the
ideas of democracy," Faust added.
"It was obvious that the coup was

not supported."
But although Gorbachev is back
in power, he still has a long way to
go to earn the approval of his people.
"Things are still very bad," Faust
said. "The future now is still up in
the air. This whole thing is not over
yet."
Unrest has been substantial in the
Soviet Union over the country's
struggling economy. With little
food, the Soviet people have also
had little favor for Gorbachev.
Faust said the Soviet leader must
now work further to install art organized market economy in the country and work out other problems,
such as how much freedom the
Baltic republics should have.
"These things have to be worked
out," Faust said.
Schlauch said it is important that
Gorbachev provide sufficient food
for the Soviet people and organize
the market system.
"I don't think Gorbachev is all
that stable,'' he said. "(He) needs to
tackle these problems. (But) I personally am Uust) very glad that
there were not major conflicts."

One Dozen w/ vase
$15.95
Two Dozen w/ vase
$21.95

Noble Flower Shop
503 Jefferson
North of the Post Office

345-7007

Jerry's Pizza
& Pub
Corner of
4th & Lineal

Parking
§Continued from page I
while 1,081 spots were reserved for staff. These figures do not include the new student lots near Greek
Court nor the parking spaces eliminated by construction near Lance Gym and Andrews Hall, Kersey
noted.
In addition, there are about 67 metered parking
spots on campus and 15 spots that have 15-minute
meters. There is no visitor parking.
"Visitors have to either stop in (the poli_c e department) and get a day pass, or they have to park in
metered (spaces)," Kersey said.
So far this year, University Police have sold about
1,500 student stickers and expect to hand out around
1,200 staff parking tags. The cost for both, Kersey
said, is $30 per year or $15 per semester. Part-time

_ G'71K
C/ ~!us

or night stickers are $15 per year or $7 .50 per
semester, while motorcycle parking tags cost $10
per year or $5 per semester.
"We have increased the motorcycle parking areas"
because of complaints of not enough parking for
cycles, Kersey noted.
But even though the amount of both student and
staff stickers sold surpasses the number of parking
spaces, Kersey said his department doesn't stop selling stickers at any certain point.
"No, we don't set a certain amount," he said. "A
lot of those staff people are only on campus at
night."
And for selling student stickers, police go by the
parking lots north of Ninth Street or-International
Student Hall and near O'Brien Stadium.

a rt Y's

345-2844
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: $1.00 off : • 50¢ off
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
Come take advantage of our
spectacular savings

Today's lunch special...

Grilled Steak Sandwich
with fries $2.99

• Wirebound Notebooks

Reg. $1.99 NOW

Tonight. ..

20 oz lite or genuine
Superdraft $1.25

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~-~~~~
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• Backpacks
• Posters
Checkout our new full-service
Music Department
featuring all the latest
CD's & tapes
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• Overnight Service
• Always double prints

-Register for our
check cashing service
Located
Across from
Old Main
in the
University
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~~J Free food for drivers

.;; braced by seatbelt
By KELLY SEIFERT
City editor

n Branch concentrates before delivering the ball down the lane. He was one of many students who
ipated in a bowling party in the Union Wednesday night to welcome back students.

owling party attracts students

otmcil sponsored a bowling
and reception Wednesday
to welcome students back to
than 50 students attended
vent, held in the Martin
King Jr. University Union
Lanes, to play pool, bowl
t other students. A recepas held immediately follow-

ing the bowling party to give the
students another opportunity to
socialize and enjoy refreshments.
According to the BSU President
Kevin Evans, the two groups who
sponsored the event wanted to
welcome everyone back with a
social gathering.
"It's an opportunity for the
freshmen and upperclassmen to
meet," Evans said.
Evans said the organizations
also wanted to be noticed and rec ••
ognized by the incoming freshmen.
"This year, we plan to expand

and reach more students," he
added.
Freshman Hadrian Hooks said
he has met a lot of people through
the BSU and NPHC programming,
and he is enjoying Eastern so far.
"My classes are kind of hard,
but I'm getting used to it," he said.
Hooks said he attended the
event to extend his friendship with
his fellow black students.
Although the party was attended
mostly by minority students,
Evans said the programs offered
by the BSU and the NPHC are
open to everyone.

A Charleston resident happened to be at the right place at
the right time Wednesday morning when a Charleston police
officer stopped her for wearing
a seat belt.
Dorothy Waggoner of Charleston was stopped at the Lincoln
Avenue parking lot of Wal-mart
as officials and representatives
supporting the "Buckle Up For
Burgers" program kicked off
the event by issuing the first
free food coupon.
Supporters including state
Rep. Mike Weaver, RCharleston; Rep. Harry "Babe':
Woodyard, R-Chrisman; Coles
County Sheriff Jim Kimball and
Police Chief Herb Steidinger'
joined program sponsors to
begin the event.
Ken Towers, executive director of Illinois Insurance Information Service of Chicago said
many private companies are
involved in the safety belt campaign. The IIIS and Hardee 's
restaurants are' also sponsors.
The "Buckle Up For
Burgers" campaign is one of
several programs established by
President George Bush and the
U.S.
Department
of
Transportation Secretary Sam
Skinner to increase the use of
seat belts.
Towers said 300 ·food
coupons for a hamburger, fries
and soft drink at Hardees will
be distributed to the Charleston,
Mattoon and Coles County

NEBUNKPORT, Maine
- President Bush said
sday the coup leaders in
ow "underestimated the
r of the people" and he
ted "a gigantic leap forfor democracy in the
t Union with the coup's

se.
's a good day; it ' s a very
ay," he said after speaky telephone at mid-day
Mikhail Gorbachev, who
after reclaimed his authoriemotional day" for him,
g his growing personal
nship with Gorbachev.
coup leaders, Bush said,
f more than they could
... they underestimated
a taste of democracy and
m brings." The president,
also spoke with Russian
ration President Boris
in by telephone earlier in
ay, lavished praise on
'n's "superb" performance
lying the resistance.
tsin, the onetime Politburo
ber who renounced com'sm and recently won the
free elections in Russia,
given a subdued reception
n he visited the White
two years ago.
t Bush has treated him with
respect since he captured
ussian presidency, and he
en unstinting in his praise
the coup began. He said
in's flamboyance stood him
ood stead as he faced down
anks duri_n_& F~~ .t~~~e.-?~Y ;

···.·.·.-.·-.::-.:·.·..·.·:.-.·.-: .. ·.-::.-·.·.:.-.·-.: .. :-.·:-.-·.-.·.-.:.-::-.:.-: .......... :.·:·:::..:...::··.:·-..:··:;..::·-·····

crisis.
"A courageous leader standing up for principle can rally an
enormous number of people
behind him," said Bush .
Relations with Yeltsin "have
taken a quantum leap forward
now by this man's displayed
courage and by his commitment
to democracy," he said.
Bush said that Gorbachev,
sounding "elated ... buoyant,"
assured him, "The constitutional
authorities are back in power,
and democracy and freedom and
reform have prevailed." He said
Gorbachev agreed with him that
" you can't put freedom and
democracy back into a box and ·

keep it contained." Bush had
been trying to reach Gorbachev
and was boating when word
arrived via a military aide that
Gorbachev was returning his
call.
The president, who returned
to Kennebunkport Tuesday to
resume his vacation after a oneday trip back to Washington to
deal with the crisis, went golfing after his second session with
reporters Wednesday.
During that informal news
conference, he said the U.S.Soviet relationship would be
stronger than ever.
"Fears of a right-wing
takeover will no longer ·be -a·s

extant," he said. "They tried;
they failed." Bush said both
Gorbachev and Yeltsin thanked
him for U.S. expressions of support throughout the crisis. ,
White House press secretary
Marlin Fitzwater said, "We do
think the political pressure has
been very helpful." At the morning news conference, as reports
were flying that the overthrow
was collapsing, Bush had said,
"If this coup fails, democracy
will take a gigantic leap forward
because we will have seen its
underpinnings . We will have
seen its inherent strength." Bush
had said Monday, shortly after
the attempt to overthrow Gor-

''

The
government
hasn't been very successful in enforcing
seat belt use.
II. Rep. Mike Weaver,
R-Charleston

''

Police Departments.
Sheriff Jim Kimball said
police will distribute the
coupons in the next few weeks
at local shopping plazas to
drivers wearing their seat belts.
"We don't want to inconvenience the drivers at all ,"
Kimball said.
Kimball said he would like to
see an increase in the national
seat belt usage from 50 percent
to 70 percent by 1992.
"I'm glad to see private
industries offering incentive
programs like this," Kimball
said.
Weaver was one of the many
supporters on hand Wednesday
to express his concern of
increasing seat belt usa.ge in
Illinois.
"The government hasn't been
very successful in enforcing
seat belt use," Weaver said. "I
don't want to see IJardees run
out of hamburgers, but they
might have to throw a few more
on the fire."

bachev began, that "coups can
fail." And, indeed, U.S. officials
commenting as the coup developed and then headed for collapse said there had been signs
from the start that it was "amateurish" and poorly organized.
"The first thing they didn 't do
was to seize Yeltsin," said one
Defense Department offici a l.
Instead, he said, they merely
detained Gorbachev at his vacation home in the Crimea.
Another official, also speaking on condition he not be
named, said , " It appears they
banded together without any
firm decision on what degree of
force they ' d be willing to use. "
The plotters also apparently
failed to take account of the military's reluctance to turn against
the Soviet people, he said.
As many as 40 percent of the
military are believed to have
voted for Yeltsin in June , he
said.
Bush, offering his own analysis of what went wrong for the
coup leaders, said, "They underestimated the power of the people. They underestimated what a
taste of democracy and freedom
brings." Asked at the morning
news conference - before he
reached Gorbachev by telephone
- what he would tell the Soviet
if he could, Bush said: "Stay
with your principles, stay with
your reforms , stay with your
commitment to . democratic process and constitutional law.
Stand shoulder to shoulder with
Yeltsin."

'.
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page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author. ,
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·Open door ·too
ofte·n closed to
the newspaper
Both the Charleston Police Department
and the University Police Department claim
to have an "open do~r policy" when dealing with the media in its criminal reporting.
However, this rarely holds true when the
policy is put to the test by reporters. When
specific crimes are questioned, the open
door usually becomes a stone wall.
Both organizations disseminate and censor crime information to the media through
police reports or press releases. Any additional questions are
directed to the chiefs of
- - - - - - - p o l i c e , who offer little
beyond behind what is written in their
department press releases.
This would not be a problem for the
media, however, if the releases were written to include a complete account of the
incident.
But in many cases, the reports are
superficial and do not included vital information necessary to accurately report the
news.
Both departments argue that the reason
some information is withheld is to protect
investigations and the victims in the cases.
But, what about public protection?
Censoring information in this manner creates a dangerous situation.
Criminal reporting, if it does nothing
else, gives the reader information that
hopefully creates an awareness of their
environment. The victim is not always "the
other guy." And so prevention must start
with awareness, which begins with information.
The media is responsible for accurately
reporting all of the information thoroughly.
However, this is impossible without the
cooperation of the police departments.
Both the Charleston and University
Police Department's have assured the
News this week that they are willing to
clarify information on police reports and to
work with the media, but they said in most
cases they will continue to stick strictly to a
written policy.
"I think we need to work closer with the
media," said University Police detective
Mike Ealy.
We hope a closer relationship can be
built this semester between the News and
the police departments, for the good of
our readers.
·

Right to fair tricil belongs to everyon
"You peNert! You sicko! How
could you do such a thing? You
are so vile!"
"I know you are but what am
I? Lalalala!"
Unless you've been living In a
cave during the past couple of
months you probably think that
snappy comeback belongs to Pee
Ylfee Herman and most likely It
does. Yet it also could belong to
William Kennedy Smith, whose laura
life after graduating med-school •D•u•r•n•e•n____
so far has been less than uplifiting.
Now I'm not defending Smith's alleged actions or
Paul Reubens', aka Pee Wee Herman, alleged public
masturbation act. But everyone is already condemning
these two men before they have actually been determined guilty in a court of a law. True who can resist a
good Pee Wee joke these days or resort to Kennedy
bashing, but it is set in almost everyone's mind these
two should be tarred and feathered.
CBS showed their belief Reubens is guilty by yanking off the last five episodes of Pee Wee 's Playhouse.
And Smith's case hasn't been helped any with New
York tabloids blaring "He's Raped Before" on their
front pages after two women came forward to state
they were allegedly raped by Smith years before. It's
hard to prove yourself innocent of a crime when
you're in the public eye, especially if you're a role
model for young children or the member of a powerful political family with the sexual dynamo reputation.
Reubens was adored by children and his show was
an Emmy award winner. When news came out he was
doing un-Pee Wee acts (which when he first started
his career out was very Pee Wee), parents and
America couldn't help but feel let down. This was

someone children looked up too and the show
children a chance to use their minds creatively.
they are left with the mug shot image of a longPee-Wee with a scraggly goatee. It's just norm
feel disappointed.
And Smith it seems will be labeled a rapist no
ter what evidence may come forward to prove
not. With john and Bobby's alleged trysts
Marilyn, Teddy's actions at Chappaquiddick an
family's general history of controversy, Smith
immediately hurled into the evil Kennedy ster
- the good Catholic boy who did wrong and wlll
tinue to do wrong no matter what. With the
Smith has been treated by the media, he could
easily been the nephew of Hitler and receiv
same treatment.
Even if Reubens and Smith are found innocent
are going to live with those black clouds the r
their lives. When Smith starts his residenc
patients are only going to remember the alleg
not the courts ruling. And Reubens most likely
found twenty or thirty years from now in anoth
of Kenneth Anger's Hollywood Babylon books
the heading of "Pee Wee Pumps Up."
In theory the belief is innocent until proven
but now it is guilty before proven innocen
instinctive as it is for us to shake our fingers at
one believed to have done something mora
legally wrong, we shouldn't start labeling Reu
Smith as the dregs of society before It has
proven in a court of law that they did in fact i
young women or masturbate in public.
There's a fine line in determining innocence or
Sometimes that fine line is broken into two.

- Laura Dume/I is a staff writer and columnist
Daily Eastern News.

Editorial

A good catchword can
obscure analysis for fifty
years.
Wendell L. Wlllkle
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Your turn
No room for a
woman's rights
in our county
Editor's note: This letter was submitted late In the spring semester
Dear editor:
An unwillingly pregnant woman
considering an abortion ought not
to waste precious time with antiabortion agencies in Coles County,
which assume that her personal life
is their business. She had better
learn to separate fact from antiabortion propaganda.
An unwillingly pregnant woman
who chooses to have an abortion
ought to affirm her legal right with
dignity even though she finds that
the right to an abortion is seldom
recognized, supported or publicly
proclaimed in Coles County.
This means, of course, that she

will be forced to leave the county with all the hardships that entails to exercise her constitutional right.
And finally, an unwillingly pregnant woman who decides to have
an abortion ought to acquaint herself with the established medical
facts about the safety of abortion:
The risk of complication with
abortion In minimal - less that t
percent of all abortion patients
experience a major complication
associated with the procedure,
such as a serious pelvic Infection,
hemorrhage requiring a blood
transfusion or unintended major
surgery.
There Is no evidence of problems with later childbearing among
women who have an early abortion
performed by the most common
method - vacuum aspiration.
The risk of death associated with
childbirth Is about t t times as high
as that associated with abortion.
The risk of death associated with
abortion increases with the length
of pregnancy, from t death for

every 500,000 abortions a
weeks or less to t per 30,
t 6-20 weeks and t per 8,
2 t or more weeks.
The risk of death assoclat
abortion decreased more
fold from t 973 to t 985,
deaths per ·t 00,000 legal
In t 973 to 0.4 In t 985.

Lorraine Uthrop

Letter
The Dally Eastern
encourages letters to th
concerning any local,
national or International Is
Letters should be less t
words. For the letter to b
ed, the name of the au
addition to the author's
and telephone number,
Included.
Anonymous letters wil
printed.
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SU faculty member to learn
dministrative ropes from Rives

COACH
Eoov·s
Panther Sport Shoppe
Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5
1414 SIXTH STREET IN OLDE TOWNE SQUARE
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN

or the next year, Eastern
'dent Stan Rives will get by
a little help from a friend.
mily Bryson, a Chicago
University teacher, joined
tern's staff Aug. 2 as an
stant to Rives through the
of Governors Universities
ative Action Program.
I have been meeting with
and chairs for the past two
s and I am impressed with
ampus and with the pride
acuity feels," said Bryson.
faculty feels so strongly
t the students. It's a marus feeling . I feel it is a
hwhile program and I am
ng experience that I will use
any, many years."
sed on the Ace Fellowship,
current format for the
ernor's program chooses
teacher from Eastern,
tern Illinois University,
cago State, Northeastern
ois and Governors State
ersity, the five BOG uni'ties . The teacher then
s administrative skills in
of becoming either a viceent or president as well as
high-ranking positions.
e goal of the program is to
and diversify the pool of
hip talent," said Michelle
ll, BOG spokeswoman.
bottom line is to increase
rity and female access to
'peline of top level admin've position.
We simply don't have
gb qualified minority and
en candidates for higher
ation positions," Rives said.
at sense it's a very helpful
m. The folks that I have
to who have been through
program felt very good
t the experiences they've
. it."
tern has been the recipient
different trainees over
t four years, each serving

Newly
Remodeled

Coles County's Largest
Selection of Athlelic
shoes and now the
aabok ;,~
-''Most Awesome" Selection,
~
of Eastern Illinois
adidas ~~ ·
Clothing in the area.

WELCOME BACK TO EIU
SIDEWALK SALE
Thursday, Aug. 22nd thru
Saturda , Au . 24
ENTIRE STORE AT LEAST

25°/o

OFF

(unless otherwise marked)

ALL SHOES Men's
NIKE REEBOK ASICS
Saucony
Adidas

Women's

~ Now -25°/o OFF &
NIKE·KBEBOK · OP SUMMER
ADIDAS ~ CLOTHING

Kids

Photo courtesy of Eastem's University Relations

T

Chicago State University teacher Emily Bryson will serve as an administrative assistaht for Eastern President Stan Rives this year.

12 months under different
administrators.
The BOG program is eyeing
expansion with some discussion
about inviting other schools like
Illinois State University to join
in the process, said Brazell.
"We're looking at the possibility," she added. "It has not
even reached the stage where
everything is formalized. It
would be ideal if this came to
pass. There would be a larger
pool of applicants to choose

from and a larger pool of jobs
for our applicants."
However, Brazell point out
the idea of expansion will be
dealt with far in the future, with
questions about funding and
other matters still to be discussed.
The program is currently open
to full-time, continuing faculty,
and administrative and professional staff that have a degree
and three years-preferably
with minority applicants.

ClothinQ
MEI'f'S

w~~~~·s

'9'

v

Kid'

woMAf~~ -rf\LCLi~f:1soi~-5;;-

ALL SWIMWEAR Russell lt NIKE
GOLF SHIRTS
CLOTHING
it PANTS

OP
Body Glove
Speedo
Citrus

NOW

1/2
OFF

Now

Bulls , , Kings
Hornets ,
· Cuos
Raiders
Cards

Cool

PKO EASTERN ILLINOIS & COLLEGIATE
GRAPHICS
HATS
Crews Save 25%
T'sSave 30%

You saw them at their farewell concert!
Guess who didn't graduate?
1

Now'f/Jf.

~

ALL PLAIN
TANKToPS
50/50 + I 00% cotton

Now

"We've Got A Whole New Look,
And Sound!"
• No Cover All Night
* 75¢ 12 oz. drafts
. * $1.00 Mixed Drinks

* $1.00 Tom Collins
* $1.00 Screwdrivers

The Bar With Guts! Where You Never Know
What's Going To Happen Next!
1405 4th St., Charleston

1/2

OFF

ENTIRE STOCK
SPORTING GOODS
Baseball
Tennis

Rac~uetball .

Bas etball

Entire Stock J~

GOLF CLUBS
& ACCESSORIES
Now
OFF

40°/o

All Golf Balls-1

/2 OFF

MICHAEL JORDAN
BASKETBALLS

T • ..,
Black& Gold

1

t

Many Discount Tables
Shoes - Shirts - Shorts etc.
~
Savings From
~.

1P 30°/o TO 90°/o -tr

.

6

~
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Violence fla~es again in Brooklyn
NEW YORK (AP) - Racial
violence flared for a third day
Wednesday in a Brooklyn neighborhood where blacks and ultraOrthodox Hasidic Jews have a
history of uncomfortable co-existence.
Earlier violence in the Crown
Heights neighborhood left a rabbinical student dead.
Hundreds of blacks, some carrying baseball bats, marched to
the Hasidic Lubavitcher sect's
world headquarters in Crown
Heights on Wednesday and began
throwing rocks, bottles and other
debris. About 100 Jews hurled
rocks back. Police in riot gear
separated the groups.
One group of blacks burned an
Israeli flag; some held signs with
anti-Semitic slogans. Groups of
blacks rampaged through the
neighborhood, damaging police
vehicles and stores. Five injuries
were reporteu.

"This is Nazi Germany all over
again," said City Councilman
Noach Dear, an Orthodox Jew
who was pelted by rocks.
The tumult began Monday
night when a 7-year-old black boy
was struck and killed by a car in
the entourage of the Lubavitcher
sect's spiritual leader, Rebbe
Menachem Mendel Schneerson.
The child's cousin, also 7, was
critically injured in the accident.
Within hours, people were rioting and a rabbinical student was
killed.
Rioting broke out again Tuesday. Three stores were damaged.
Hundreds of police in riot gear
battled to break up fights between

DORM REFRIGERATORS
& MICROWAVE OVENS

Jews and blacks.
Police reported 17 arrests that
night and 35 police and one civilian injured. Eight police vehicles
were damaged including an
empty cruiser set on fire.
A grand jury was investigating
Monday night's accident to
decide whether to charge the driver, sect member Yoseph Lisef, 22,
said Brooklyn District Attorney
Charles J. Hynes.
"There is an underlying tension. Once something triggers it,
everything explodes," said
Dennis Carter, a resident who is
black.
"You see how easily it boils
over." Mayor David Dinkins visited the neighborhood Monday
night appealing for calm.
"There has been pain and death
on both communities, and we
don't solve our problems by further injury and death," Dinkins
said. "No one should want that."

STILL AVAILABLE

CARLYLE RENTALS
820 Lincoln 348-7746
Billiard Bar
&
Restaurant

of Trade practically invented.
Many overseas futures
exchanges have embraced electronic trading but U .S. exchanges, particularly the conservative Board of Trade, have
staunchly held that no screenbased system can match the efficiency and liquidity of a crowded
trading pit.
Under a proposal approved
unanimously by Board of Trade
directors , the exchange would
launch a scrap steel futures contract via a computerized ordermatching system known as Project A that is in its final stages of
development.
Each contract would obligate a
market user to take or make
delivery of 100 tons of ferrous
scrap steel. Exchange members,
trading either for themselves or
their customers, would enter buy
and sell orders into terminals to
be matched by a central computer.

CHINA 88
-iii{,
RESTAURANT ~

1335 MONROE

dft~

Lunch
Dinner

Bacon Cheese Burger Pizza $10.95
20 oz Draft Special

In open-outcry trading, orders
are routed to a special area on the
exchange floor c;alled a pit where
traders buy and sell contracts
through a combination of shouting and hand signals.
Open-outcry trading has come
under fire in recent years, largely
as a result of a federal investigation of Chicago's commodity
markets in which prosecutors
alleged corrupt traders used the
pandemonium of the pits as cover
for a variety of illegal schemes.
Burt Gutterman, an exchange
director who heads the committee
developing Project A, said that if
the scrap steel contract attracts
enough trading volume on the
screens, it will be transferred to
the trading floor.
The scrap steel contract is the
30th new contract developed by
the Board of Trade in the last five
years. Only about a third of those
have attracted significant volume
to survive.

Beer Garden Opens At 3 p.m.
Pool Is $1 Per Hour Until 8 p.m.
After 8 p.m. Pool Is Halfprice
Big Screen TV

Why Gamble
.W ith Your
College Life?

ON THE SOUARE
CHARLESTON

Thinking about Graduate School?
Wondering how you
will do on your
GMAT, LSAT, or GRE?
Stop wondering and come to us!

i i lOiii<IN

1

EDUCATIONAL

GROUP

*Ff... i::.c:. lllJbllU!'>lll L.:>J-\.1, \J lVIAT, &
GRE exams.
*FREE computer analysis &
consultation.
*Individualized preparation classes at
Eastern Illinois University.

Call today to schedule your
FREE diagnostic exam
to be given at Eastern.

• r• CARRY-OUT SPECIAL
:

GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK

.

: A Large (16")

! Sausage Pizz
;

THURSDAY
STEAK NIGHT

I
I
I

8 Oz. Choice
Charbroiled Sirloin,
Homemade Fries, Slaw

$6.95
Good on Carry-Out Only 7 Days a
Expires Oct. 10, 1991

~eek

Stretch It At
~:
-· ....

$6.95
5-9 p.m.

\

I

345-3919

•

~·~~ ~./

Beer Garden Open
Daily 3 pm
Sunday 12-8 pm

Ribeye Steak Sandwich $3.95

DOZEN RED ROSES
$14.95 WRAPPED
DOZEN SWEETHEART ROSES
$8.95 VASED
cash-n-cany

N

Daily 11-2

FRIDAY

BELL'S FLOWER CORNER

BUFFET LUNCH HOURS:
Sunday through Friday
11 :OO am to 2:00 pm
DINNER HOURS:
Sunday Thru Thursday
3:00 pm to 9:00 pm
Friday and Saturday
3:00 pm to 10:00 pm
DINNER SPECIALS
Changed Daily
11 o Lincoln Avenue Charleston
Rt. 16 across 12th St.
348-1232

OPEN

~tit

345-7849

CBOT to u·se computers for new contract
CHICAGO (AP) - The Chicago Board of Trade, in a departure from its 143-year-old tradition of frenzied pit trading,
announced plans Wednesday for
a new futures contract that initially would be traded only on computer screens.
The trading method, if
approved by the federal Commodity Futures Trading Commission, would provide the
exchange with a cheaper way to
introduce new products - most of
which fail to generate significant
trading volume.
"Ultimately, this system will
enhance our ability to develop
new products for a changing
world," Board of Trade Chairman
William F. O'Connor said.
It also represents a cautious
step by the world's oldest and
largest commodity futures
exchange away from the increasingly controversial open-outcry
trading technique that the Board

Refrigerator
Mini - $4900
Large - $6
9mo.

Microwave
$5900
9mo.

IMPORT DRAFf
DAY
All Import Drafts

JOIN A WINNER

$1.50
Guinness, Harp and
Double Diamond Ale
~

Sat.

lla.m. - Jp.m.

815 Broadway

Charleston

Mattoon
234-6442

348-7515

Sigma Pi

Mon.-fri. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

~

909 18th Street

II
·

•

•

PLEASE PRESENT IBIS COUPON WHEN PICKING UP ORDER
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mety
years young

astem's first business instructor an institution in his own right
But he's never seen anything
e Lumpkin College, with its
S,000 classrooms filled with
- tech facilities.
He was given a VIP tour of the
complex last spring when it
ed. Why would Eastern roll
the red carpet just for Earl
on, you ask.
was his birthday.
90-year-old Dickerson was
's first business instructor
kin 1935. In those days the
1 was called Eastern Illinois
te Teachers College High
ool. And the fact that Dickn was even a teaeher there
t have seemed as strange to
as the school's name does to
ickerson, who grew up on a
about 25 miles southeast of
leston remembers: "I didn't
t to farm or teach school, I
y did not know what I wanted
with my life.
had a gang plow of horses
day) when I saw my father
'ng across the field with a
ssed man. I didn't know at
who it was until my father
ced me to the principal of
1Township high school."
at introduction literally
Dickerson's life.
uated from high school
19 and began teaching after. He married Zelda Claypool

he thought she was marrying
,"he laughed.
ring the 16 years he spent
king toward becoming
's first business instructor
on managed to keep himbusy, earning B.S from Indiana
Teachers College in Terre
, Indiana, a master's degree
University of Illinois and raishis two children with his wife
teaching.
I got a job working in the

"HAAGE:
' .I
----~

IT!

SHANNON moMAS\Photo editor

Eastern's Professor Emeritus Earl Dickerson began at Eastern in 1935 and taught for 35 years. "/think
in business whatever you teach you ought to be able to be applied in your business, if you have one, or if
you work for someone else."
rural schools (mostly in the midwest) I was paid $1,900 for nine
months, then in 1932 my salary
was cut to $1,750 (due to the
depression)."
It's obvious he wasn't attracted
to teaching by the money.
"I just loved teaching. I looked
forward to it," he said, warning
future teachers, "If you don't like
teaching then for goodness sakes,
quit You have too valuable a commodity to deal with."
And one of those valuable corp.modities remember the spry 90year-old fondly.
"He was very knowledgeable.
He gained students attention by

tonite at

D'sDUGOUT

. . . ... . • •

••

t '

SPORTS CARD SHOW

Sun.August25, 1991
10am to 3pm

~

Daily Eastern News

-----

jump to the administrative level,
but that's not for lack of ambition
or talent. Dickerson had several
offers, and turned them all down.
"It would have been an honor to
have been a department chairman,
but to me, to have been with a
classroom full of students you can't
beat that in my book," he said.
Dickerson still believes, despite
what has changed in the business
world in his 90 years, a simple philosophy.
"My basic philosophy was, if
you wanted to progress in a company you started at the bottom and
worked up."
"We didn't have computers and

YQur Sports Connection

:

is now accepting
I
Jsa and Mastercard I
for your
I
advertising needs .J

being friendly and made you feel
like you knew him," said Grace
Bair, Eastern 's first business graduate and a 1939 salutatorian. When
Bair became a teacher herself she
tried to emulate his style of teaching, which must have meant a lot
of hard work.
"If you are going to teach, prepare and teach as well as you can,"
Dickerson said. "I never could
walk into the classroom, throw my
hat over toward the neighborhood
of my desk and teach. I had to be
there ahead of time, and the night
before, to prepare for the class."
He spent 45 years in front of a
blackboard and never made the

BASEBALL COLLECTORS
CARD SHOW

we didn't have all this fancy· technology. It was a case of knowing
the business, and to know the business you had to start at the bottom.
But that didn't mean you stayed
there very long." he said.
Dickerson retired in 1965,
before most recent Eastern graduates were even born, and has since
kept himself busy, going back to
the farm, only this time not to push
a plow but to manage it, and doing
income taxes for local residents.
Even in retirement Dickerson
found enough success to keep him
looking and feeling young and
healthy, boasting almost 200
clients.
"I never drank or smoked, not to
say I'm puritanical," he added jokingly. "But I think a person should
make the most of every day."
Dickerson has had to make the
most of every day alone since 1984
when Zelda passed away. They had
spent·58 years together. Together
they saw Eastern grow from when
Old Main was considered the academic nucleus on campus. He
remembers when the Phy sical
Science building was the most
modem building on campus, and
when their recreational center was
a field of grass.
Dickerson said that it's lonely
without Zelda by his side but
through it all he tries to stay optimistic and keep busy.
A lot has changed, both on campus and in the business world. And
Dickerson watched it all. So what
does a 90-year-old man think of all
this progress?
What does a 90-year-young man
think of the Lumpkin College of
Business - the most modem teaching facility in the state?
"It's beautiful. It's something
great."
So are you Earl.

- By Suzanne Oliver

Mother's.

$1 25 Bottles
~
$1°0 LONG~

$2 50 Pitchers

ice tea shots

25¢ Hot dogs

820 Lincoln Charleston, IL 61920 217-345-2811

At TED'S
TONITE
25¢ Drafts
25¢ Hot Dogs & Popcorn

50¢ 12 oz.
Miller Lite
Genuine Draft
Leinenkugel's
D.J. "JUPE" PLAYING DANCE MUSIC

HairBenders
1/2 Price Cut ·S pecials
I st Time Clients
expires Oct. 21 w/coupon

345-6363
61 O W. Lincoln (Next to Jewel)

/

a

THURS
DA.Y
AUG. 22, 1991

Let the campus know what services you offer. Place an ad in the
classifieds of The Daily Eastern
NEws!

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581 -281 Z.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertising
must meet the Z p . m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after Z p .m .
will be published in the fol1owing days news paper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the Z p.m . deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liabi lity if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement .

NOW HIRING fill-time and parttime. Caring individuals to help
teach developmentally disabled
adults. Some full-time benefits
available. $4.60/hr. apply in person 738 18th St.
.,,--...,..,.---,...,.-.,.--,....-,-,-,-.,.--..,.-1216
Stuffers Needed. Night hours
$4.25 an hour. Apply in person
Rm. 127 Buzzard Building. EOE.
_ _ _ __ _ __ _ _8/21
Babysitters Wanted. College students interested in being on a list
to be used by the Charleston
Newcomers Club. Please call
345-7613 between 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
by Aug. 23rd.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/22
MODELS NEEDED : M a le or
Female Models for Life Drawing
Classes. If interested, c all 5813410 to apply.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/23
DELIVERY DRIVERS wanted for
full and part-time positions. Must
be at least 18 years old and have
proof of insurance. Apply in person at Jimmy John's Sub Shop
1417 Fourth St. before 11 a.m . or
after 2 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/23
Want to be published? The Daily
Eastern News needs reporters
and copy editors to cover campus
events and help edit copy. Interested? Call Stuart, Debbie or
Penny at 581-2812 or stop by
The DAily Eastern News, N. Buzzard Gym.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/30
FARM HELP & / or TRUCK
DRIVERS! Students - Work
around your class schedule.
Mornings, afternoons, evening
hrs. available. Experience preferred. Min. $4.15/hr. 946-4210.
_ _ __ _ _ _ __ 8./28

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OmRED
TRAVEL

TRAINING/ScHOOLS
HELP WANTED
WANTED
AoomoN
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMARS
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
LOST

&.. FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Eastern N ews

The

Daily

CLASSIFIED

Female roommate needed large
one-bedroom apartment. 875 7th
$135 each. 345-7387 after 5 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/28

Female roommate wanted, serious student, non-smoker, $140, 3
blocks from EIU, call Jennifer,
348-5201.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _8./23
Female roommate needed, nice,
new 2br/ 2ba, washer/ dryer,
Charleston $200/mo. Phone 3481712.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/29
Female
roommate.
Royal
Heights . $165.00 plus utilities.
Ask for Michele 345-7992.
September's rent free.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 8/29
Needed male roommate at St.
James Place Apt. Charleston, IL
Call 217-347-8909 in evenings.
- - - - ---,.,--,..,..---8130
Roommate wanted! Nonsmoker,
$140 plus 1/2 utilities. Quiet setting. Call 345-4871.

Ao FORM

Address: _ __ ____________
Students 0 Yes 0 No

Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

no. words/days_ _ _ _ _~Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0 Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students w~h valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPl'IONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
: 0
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

News

News

News

Inside Edition
Cosby
Different World

Entmt. Toni ht

Cosb Show
Gabriel's Fire

Top Cops

SportsCenter
NFL: Footba ll

Rams vs. Oilers
Trials of

Now!

30 Use a bubble
pipe
1 Batter's
3f "Damn
nightmare
Yankees" role
•Venture
32 Get along, but
10 Sealed formal
make no
order
progress
14 Cacoethes
38 Baker of
ts Dutch export
songdom
40 Inventor teHole up
clockmaker
nOust
Terry
ta Commend
41 Fusty
t9 Directional
42 American and
computer
Horseshoe
symbol
45 Irish Gaelic
20 Any decisive
441 Clarinet, e.g .
defeat
47Merger
22 Badgerlike
49 Theologic
animals
literature
24Gig rig
52Heavynap
21 Reluctant
54Have
H Swims, in a way
misgivings

Person accepting ad _____Compositor _ _ _ __

0 Check

that will get
you a job later!
The Daily
Eastern News

is 'hiring:
Advertising
Representatives
& Advertising
Designers
Apply at The Eastern
!Yews office
BB N. Gym

Father Dowling

t-AacGyver
Murder, She
Wrote
Movie: The
Incredible

55 Gorge through
Kittatinny Mts.
60 Dictator's
phrase
81 Stork's relative
S3 Halter
M Honey bunch
65 Utter
&6 Refreshing
87 Cote dwellers
selmpatient
69 Kind of house

DOWN
t Merganser
2Uncooled
pumice
3 Distinct part
4Voles
5 Reconnoiter
e Stage scenery
7 Fernando's
farewell
a-Informer
9Colombian
export
10 Rapids foam
t t Kitchen utensil
12Some
celebrities
13 High-strung
21 Persist
23 Confesses
nDecapod's
weapon
27 Author Jaffe
28 Landed
nAgarnish
30 Surety

64

33 Poet who wrote
"Sheridan's
Ride"
34 Right-angled
structure
35 Item filched by a
knave
36 Gilbert's Lord
High Everything

SportsCenter

Series of Golf

Drag Racing

53 Overquick
HCheer
57 Used up
58Witeof
P.romethe
HHensdoit
82Garden s

Night Court
An Griffith
Movie: Rehearsal
For Murder

This Old House

L.A. Law

Yankee Workshop

Magnum, Pl

Simpsons
, True Colors

Talking Point

Movie: One

Beverly Hills,

with Jerry Landay

Police Plaza

90210

Movie

Strange Powers

Illinois Adventure

TerraX

Energy
Ima es

Adventurers

Next Generation

Dive to Adventure

Spencer: For

Andy Griffith

Movie: Predators

Douglas Fairbank

Movie:

Hire

Arsenic Hall

of The Sea

Molly Dodd

Braves

Beyond 2000

Star Trek: The

Roy Rogers

Movie:

Secret File USA
Streets of

Gary Shandling
Hard Copy

48 Go-betweens
49 Ben Adhem's
people
50 Invigorate
51 Harmonize
52 Benny
Goodman's
music

37 Filature
39 Valor; virtue
43Gala
44 Jazz style

Mystery!

Late Night

FOR RENT: 1 bedroom apt.
or 2 people $220/mo. 3 bed
apt. for 2 or 3 people $350/
2 or $375/mo for 3 persons.
348-5937.

(Macintosh experience needed)

Expiration code (office use only) __________

0 Cash

Brittany Ridge Apts. Includes
ties, close to campus. Appli
furnished. 9 , 10, 12 month I
es. Deposit required. (217)
0079.

Get the
Experience

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only for
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Example:
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus clip
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday or
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be published.
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains
conflicting information will not be run.

Under Classification of: - - - - - - - - - - - --

Payment:

Roommate wanted - Female, Lg.
nice 2 bedroom apt. $165.00 mo
plus 1/2 utilities. Close to campus. 345-4602 or 345-7386.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _8/27
ROOMMATE WANTED! Open
bedroom on Madison . Large
room, hardwood floors, clean . .
.$150/ mo. plus 1/2 utilities. For
more info, call 345-1235, leave
name and number!

ARMY ROTC will have ROTC Lab Aug. 22 from 1500-1550 at the campus pond by Lantz Gym. All ROTC Cadets enrolled in classes must
attend lab: introduction to ROTC and Cadet chain of command.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will offer Sacrament of Reconciliation
(confession) today from 3:30-4 :30 p.m. at the Newman Chapel corner
of 9th & Lincoln.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a meeting tonight at 6:00 p.m. in
Coleman Hall, Rm . TBA. This meeting is MANDATORY. Bring your
own cup.
EASTERN ILLINOIS RUBGY TEAM will have its 1st practice today at
4:00 p.m. at the Rugby Field across from Laws-on. Veterans and new
players are encouraged to attend.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have Fiesta Night tonight at
7:00 p.m. at the Christian Campus House just south of Lawson Hall.
South of the border food and games. Everyone welcome! Call 3456990 for rides or info.

ACROSS

Name: ________________

Phone:

Sitter/transportation for preschool
girl, 8:00 to 9:00 and 11 :00-3:30 1
or 2 days a week. 345-6118.
_ _ __ __ _ _ __ 8/23
KUWAIT/SAUDI JOBS now hiring
men/women many fields; excellent
pay; trans. paid. Call for details 1505-374-8066 EXT. K-161.
_ __ _ _ _caS/21,22,27,28
NOW HIRING for full & part-time.
Cooks, waitresses & food prep.
Apply in Person August 26th 9
a .m. till 4 p.m . at BURRITO
HEAVEN 615 Monroe.

Party Machine

San Francisco

Mov1e:C

9
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tate wants new judge to hear the Kennedy case
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla.
P) - Prosecutors and the
oman who alleges William
ennedy Smith raped her said
esday they want a new judge,
!aiming Circuit Judge Mary
po's facial expressions show
's biased.
In a motion urging Lupo to disify herself from Smith's trial,
secutors also worried that

defense lawyers may try to further
delay the trial or file appeals
based on alleged conflicts of
interest.
The state cited the friendship
between the judge's daughter and
a prosecutor's daughter and the
professional relationship of the
judge's husband and the husband
of lead prosecutor Moira Lasch's
main assistant.

Prosecutors also complained
about the way Lupo looks at and
talks to Lasch during hearings.
"The Honorabie Judge Lupo
continually expresses her dislike
and prejudice against the state and
its prosecution through negative
facial expressions, like scowling,
glaring and frowning," the state's
motion said.
The 30-year-old woman who

says Smith raped her March 30 at · Lasch, as compared to the dehis family's Palm Beach estate fense," the woman said.
There have been tense exsubmitted an affidavit saying
she's watched television coverage changes between the judge and
of pretrial hearings and is con- Lasch in pretrial hearings, particularly since the judge granted a
vinced the judge can't be fair.
"I have observed Judge Lupo defense request to delay the trial
make negative facial expressions from Aug. 5 to Jan. 13.
The motion was filed late Tuestowards Moira Lasch, as well as
her tone of voice and general atti- day and there was no immediate
tude appear different toward response from Lupo.

ellogg's upset that WIC vouchers can't be used for Raisin Bran
WASHINGTON (AP)- Kellogg's is raiscane over government regulations that
keeping raisin bran off the breakfast
es of poor women and children.
e federal Special Supplemental Food
gram for Women, Infants and Children
sn't allow program participants to use
chers to buy raisin bran, saying the cereal
sugary.
bout $200 million worth of cereal is
ght each year with WIC vouchers. Kel's is annoyed because Cheerios, made
arch-rival General Mills, is among the
ved cereals.
It's so loony," said Kellogg's spokes-

8/26
':-on-e-:b-e-:d-ro_o_m---:-fu-rn-,-ished
nt near square. Utilities
all 345-4336.
...---.,.-,------.,.-8123
er and teenage daughter
to share home with quiet
in attractive neighborhood
Ashby Dr. 348-0203.
~-,-:-:---:-----8/23
hed 2-bedroom apartment
other quiet, non-smoking
. Own room . Washer/dryer.
=-:---,--,---,--------,8/23
furnished apartment 2 or 3
nts $375/month. Deposit
. 345-4010.
00
'---n-ee-d,-ed-:-:!--;C~lo_s_e..,...to-c-amind Dominos - $135/mo.
e. Call 345-3185 or 345-:-----:----:-:--:-:---8/28
room apt. available furor unfurnished - new carvinyl. Single roommates
have own bedroom in big
new carpet & vinyl. Call
-4600.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _8/30
ated close to EIU for 3
$360/mo. 826-2598 eve.
day.
":"---;--:-;--:--c--'9/4
m furnished apartment 1
north of Lincoln on 9th.
1or348-8349.
-,.._-,----;--:-:--:-1V6
large furnished apartconvenient to EIU and the
. 345-6621 or 348-8349.
1V6
=roo-m,.,--,-in:-n:-e-w-ap-:-t-:.b:--u...,.i'lding
mlshed. Low utilities. One
north of Lincoln on 4th.
1 or 348-8349.
1V6
':-:--:-fo-r-;:R:-e-:nt-:4:-p-eo--:pl'""e-.1~block
campus. 345-2263, 345..,,__-,---,---,----8./30
you're buying or selling,
~ class ads work for you!

man George Franklin.
The Battle Creek, Mich., cereal maker has
spent the last 14 years trying to convince the
government that all raisin bran - not just its
brand - is as nutritious as Cheerios.
The key to being included on the WIC list
is to have no less than 45 percent the daily
minimum requirement of iron and no more
than 6 grams of sugar. The government says
raisin bran has too much sugar.
But Kellogg's contends raisin bran has
more iron than Cheerios and is cheaper. It
also points to the health benefits of fruit,
something Cheerios lacks.
Besides, says Kellogg's, the sugar in

Woman's brown leather bomber
FOUND: Keys in Blair Hall. See
jacket sz. small $75. Brown
Laurie Ann, 100 Blair Hall to idenleather fringed jacket sz. small
tify.
$75. Call 345-2041 after 5:00
,-;:::-:=-.,--,,---,--,~,--,,--=-8/27
p.m.
LOST in Lantz building. Set of
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/23 . keys with red Nine Key ring. Call
15-inch full page display and
if found 345-7747.
interface for Mac SE, $400. 581=-~...,.,--=--~~-~8./26
3220, 345-4753.
The Daily Eastern News classified advertising deadline is 2 p.m.
-=-----,-----,---c--.,.812s
Complete sound system for band.
1 business day before the ad is
Board, snake, amps, stands, the
to run .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _h.a-00
works. Even trailer 348-1888 anytime.
~-c--=---:--.,-,-..,..-,,---1V6
Metal Desk 30 1/2 high, 58 1/2
long. $35 ..Call 345-6797.
-=----==-=--:--~,--..,.-~
· 1vs·
Sony CD player $50, advent digital sound processor $!50. Four
auto base speakers w/equalizer,
digital radio cassette $200. More
345-7282.
~----------1V6
Magnavox stereo $30. Realistic
stereo $125. Marantz Equalizer
Amp. $60. Zenith ·12" speakers
$15. 348-5460.
~--------1V6
Lumber for bunk beds, book
cases, chests, speakers, etc .
348-5460.
77:=--=------------,-778/23
1987 Chevette 4 speed AM/FM
cassette, new tires, looks great,
runs good 75,000 miles $2300.00
348-0692.
~--------1V6
PIONEER STEREO SYSTEM
COMPLETE WITH CABINET.
HPM 100 SPEAKES. $250. 5813711 DAVE OR 345-7818.
=-----=----..,..,.,--:---=-8./28
Rummage Sale: Kirchner Subdivision, 25 families, 4 block area.
Furniture-household-carpet-baby
items-nice clothing-keyboardantiques-toys-air conditioner-biblical artifacts and much more.
Kansas, IL.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8./23
Large sofa $50 345-6118 after
5:00p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/22
Bedroom set: Bed, dresser and
night stand $35. 345-2564.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/23

raisin bran is largely the natural sugar from
raisins.
Phil Shanholtzer, spokesman for the WIC
program, said pregnant women, nursing
mothers and their infants are prescribed certain foods to meet particular individual nutritional deficiencies so that health problems
stemming from a poor diet at the start of life
can be avoided.
The program sets a particular sugar level
per ounce of food.
"The problem with raisin bran is that
when you add the sugar in the bran flakes
and the sugar in the raisins, it pushes it up
really high," he said.

If the person whose license plate
is KAN 552 is interested in car
pooling from Urbana please contact 2719 and ask for Dao.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/23
Do you commute to Champaign?
Grad student needs ride M-Th .
Call 3145-7388.
.,---.,----,-.,-,-----,,-,-~8/29

Attention All Men: CHeck out
EIU's Fraternities on Sunday at
5:#0 in the Union.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8./23

·Imagine a
newspaper
with no
news • • •

reporters and
photographers
needed at
The Daily Eastern l.Vews

All interested men: Fraternity
Rush begins Sunday at 5:30 in
the Union.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/23
PHOTOGRAPHERS NEEDED for
The Daily Eastern News. Photo
meetings every MOn. at 6 p.m. See
Shannon Thomas at The News .
=---------8/23
To all Sig Ep: Meeting at 33
Bloom1ield Univ. Court 6:00 Sat.
8-24. See ya there.

or
Stuart Tart
at 581-2812

lvin and Hobbes

It's the 1 for $1
The

d~al!

~aily

Eastern ·News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *

•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
•The 1 for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who
wishes to sell an items or items (max. of 3 items). All items must
be priced.

Name:~------------~----'

Address:

by Bill Watterson

DI\ ~i E'.J1tN \\Q.ED !
l OOtfl NtED ICBt. I~
Bt.D! i\-\\S IS AN <)\rr'AA~'

Interested in becoming a student
senator? Student Govt. is
appointing senators to fill 7
vacancies. Any students interested are urged to apply in Room
201, University Union.
~--~-----8/29
Rummage Sale - Charleston. Adult
do1hes (some name brands), bead
room-dividers, bear rugs, shop hair
dryer & more, Fr, 8-5 & Sat. 8-1
1424 Krishire.

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'

For more information
contact
Debbie Carlson

General Mills isn 't interested in debating
the issue.
"The federal regulations for the WIC program speak for themselves," said company
spokeswoman Kathryn Newton.
Kellogg's, however, has found champions
on Capitol Hill.
"What kind of prunes do we have setting
these guidelines?'' asked Rep. Paul Henry,
R-Mich.
The rules that keep raisin bran off the list
are "regulatory constipation,'' Henry said,
suggesting the government say "cheerio" to
regulations that keep raisin bran off the list
of WIC foods.

Phone: -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Message:

(one word per line)

\

--~'-'._
~

,-

'

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _Person accepting ad _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ __ Compositor_ _ __
No. words/days _ _ _ _ _ _~Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
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Bird considers USA hoop squad
BOSTON (AP) - Boston
Celtics star Larry Bird has
agreed to consider joining the
U.S. Olympic basketball team,
his attorney said Wednesday.
Bob Woolf, the attorney, had
earlier said Bird would definitely
play in Barcelona. But he said
Bird called later in the day to say
he had agreed only to consider it.
"The league sent him an invitation to see if he would be interested in playing," Woolf said.
"He hasn't made a definite commitment." Woolf said Bird has
until Sept. 21 to make up his
mind.
"I would have to say he was

leaning toward it," Woolf said.
"Otherwise he wouldn't have
sent it in." Patrick Ewing and
Magic Johnson agreed earlier to
join the team.
Karl Malone and John
Stockton of Utah, David
Robinson of San Antonio,
Charles Barkley of Philadelphia,
Chris Mullin of Golden State and
Scottie Pippen and Michael
Jordan of Chicago were identified by The Atlanta JournalConstitution as others who
accepted an invitation.
The newspaper said it learned
the names from high-ranking
members of the USA Basketball

selection committee, who were
not identified.
Craig Miller, a media
spokesman for USA Basketball,
said a list of those who will play
will be released Sept. 21.
He said the 12-man team will
be composed of up to 11 NBA
players. They would not be
asked to try out, and a commitment would guarantee a spot on
the team, which will be coached
by Chuck Daly of the Detroit
Pistons.
Johnson said earlier that he
had tried unsuccessfully to entice
Jordan, a 1984 Olympian, to join
the team.

Football
•from page 12
together," he said. "This was
comparable to a game situation,
but we're sick of hitting into each
other."
Thorne was replaced by redshirt freshman Brian Kelley, who
took his lumps from the defensive
line while playing for the second
squad. Before hitting Cook for a
26-yard TD reception, Kelley was
sacked by defensive end Kent
Mcintyre twice, once fumbling

the ball, and Dan Wegrzyn recovAll-Gateway punter Brian
ered.
Pindar's first kick of the scrim"The kids did a great job mage was bobbled by freshman
tonight," head coach Bob Spoo walk-on Billy Korosec inside his
said. "We'll look at the films and own 5-yard line, but he gathered
solidify our depth chart. There · the ball and broke out of the pack
was some outstanding effort out to gallop for a 94-yard TD run. A
there tonight."
4-yard TD run by Edson Castillo
The offensive line impressed made it 52-0, before freshman
Spoo as well. "From the summer running back Willie High took a
on they've been on a mission. I hand off from a yard out and got
don't think they·ever want to let the only score for the second
down. They're playing with con- squad.
fidence and enthusiasm."

~
345-2466

We
Deliver
11 am - 11 pm

CHEESY BEEF, FIRES, & 20 OZ DRINK
(Your choice of provolone or cheddar) ·

$399

Bash Week
at Christian Campus Fellowship
2231 S. 4th St.
Just Behind Lawson Hall
• Thursday Aug. 22 Fiesta
7 p.m. Free Munchies
• Friday Aug. 23 Beach Party
7 p.m. Swimwear &
Summer Fun

Campus Worship Service
Sun. 10:30 a.m.
Fellowship Meeting Wed. 7 :00 p.m.
Call 345-6990 for more
info. or rides

-RENTS
CANOES & KAYAKS

....

Enjoy an Outing on the
Scenic Embarras river

• • • •

Park at Canoe Ltd., take
a bus upstream and end the
9 or 15 mile outing
where your car is parked.
(A 3 to 5 or 5 to 7 hour
journey for most paddlers)

• • • •

Call in advance if you
need bus transportation to
Canoe Ltd. and back to
Eastern for a group.

• • • •

For info write:

CANOE LIMITED
Rt. 1, Box 250(\
Greenup, IL 62428
or call: _217 /923-2707

Have FUN with Friends!

STUDENTS!
WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR?
WE TAKE ORDERS

AND
WE HAVE AHQUSEEUL QE
.eQQKSl

*PLUS*
cards ... calendars
CANDY
"PAHT!;;R DAtU:U~BS"
posters ... mugs
and other goodies

LINCOLN
BOOKSHOP
619 MONROE
ON THE CHARLESTON SQUARE

AND
For "Old Times Sake"
we'll give you 10% OFF
everything you buy*
,

IF YOU ASK FOR IT!
AU~USI 21-29

"wbi;m~ 1b~ b22ls~ a~. "
Monday-Friday 10-5 p.m.
SATURDAY 10-4 p.m.

345-6070
•no double-discounts
_~o~~i~n~e~t. o.r !ay~~a.Y~

.

-.

More and more PhDs across the
country are recommending HewlettPackard financial and scientific
calculators to their students. And
for some very strong reasons.
"The HP 48SX Scientific Expandable
has powerful graphics tools that are
remarkably helpful to students learning mathematical concepts. And
with the equation solver feature, it's
excellent•fm· applying mathematics
to engineering;' according to Dr.
William Rahmeyer, a professor of civil
and environmental engineering at
Utah State Universit):
"The HP Business Consultant II has
an equation solver and extensive

liiii

Thursdays
only

math functions. These free the students from computational tedium
so they can think and interact on a
higher level;' says Dr. Lee V. Stiff, a
professor of math education at North
Carolina State University.
So go check out the HP calculator
line at your college bookstore or HP
retailer. 'fou'll agreE>, there's no faster
rP!ieffrom the pain of tough problems.
HP C"a!C'ulators. The best for your
sucC"ess.

F//j;9

HEWLETT

11:/!a PACKARD
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Cubs beat Montreal;
Pirates, Mets beaten
NATIONAL LEAGUE

AMERICAN LEAGUE

w
66
64
59
55
55
49
38

EAST
L
54
57
59
63
64
71
- 79

Pct.
.550
.529
.500
.466
.462
.408
.325

w

GB
21/2
6
10
10 1/2
17
261/2

Pittsburgh
St. Louis
Chicago
New York
Philadelphia
Montreal
WEST

w
72
67
66
64
61
61
58

L
49
53
55
56
57
57
60

Pct.
.595
.558
.545
.533
.517
.517
.492

GB
41/2
6
7 1/2
9 1/2
9 1/2
12 1/2

70
63
60
57
56
48

w

Los Angeles
Atlanta
Cincinnati
San Francisco
San Diego
Houston

67
64
58
58
58
49

L
47
53
59
60
62
70

Pct.
.598
.543
.504
.487
.475
.407

GB

L
52
54
60
60
62
69

Pct.
.563
.542
.492
.492
.483
.415

GB

MONTREAL (AP) - Rick
Sutcliffe pitched three-hit ball for
six innings to win his second
straight decision since returning
from the disabled list as the Cubs
beat the Expos 3-1 Wednesday
night.
Sutcliffe (4-4), making his
fourth start since returning from a
two-month stay on the disabled
list Aug. 6, struck out four and
walked three. He has allowed just
four earned runs in 24 innings
since his return from shoulder
problems.
Les Lancaster allowed two hits
over the final three innings for his
third save.
Chris Nabholz (2-6) allowed
just four hits in seven innings but
lost his third straight decision. He
hasn't won since May 27.
The Expos took the lead in the
first inning when Delino
DeShields drew a leadoff walk,
went to third on Marquis
Grissom 's single and scored on
Ivan Calderon's sacrifice fly_
Chicago took a 2-1 lead in the
second when George Bell led off
with a single, Luis Salazar hit
into a fielder's choice and scored
on Sha won Dunston 's double to
center. Dunston stole third and
scored on Jerome Walton's infield
out.
The Cubs added a run in the
eighth after Doug Dascenzo hit a
two-out s,ingle. Dascenzo went" to
third on a wild pickoff attempt by
reliever Barry Jones and scored
on Ryne Sandberg's single.

61/2
11
13
141/2
221/2

2 1/2
81/2
8 1/2
9 1/2
17 1/2

Wednesday's results
Chicago 3, Montreal 1
Philadelphia 6, Pittsburgh 5
St. Louis 7-0, New York 3-8
Los Ang. 9, San Diego 5
San Fran., Houston, late
Atlanta, Cincinnati, late

Wednesday's results
Boston 13, Cleveland 5
Milwaukee 3, Toronto O
Minnesota 9,Seattle 1
New York, Kansas City, late
Baltimore, Texas, late
California, Oakland, late
Detroit, Chicago, late

LEAGUE LEADERS
BATTING - TGwynn, San Diego, .333; Jose, St.
Louis, .327; Pendleton, Atlanta, .317; WClark, San
Francisco, .314; Morris, Cincinnati, .313; Bonilla,
Pittsburgh, .313.

LEAGUE LEADERS
NG - Palmeiro, Texas, .338; Boggs, Boston,
7; Franco,Texas, .336; Molitor, Milwaukee, .333;
· en, Baltimore, .329.

RUNS - Butler, Los Angeles, 83; Sandberg,
Chicago, 81; Johnson, New York, 77; Gant, Atlanta,
75; Bonilla, Pittsburgh, 75; OSmith, St. Louis, 73;
Pendleton, Atlanta, 72.

- Molitor, Milwaukee, 96; Palmeiro, Texas,
seco, Oakland, 88; Sierra, Texas, 84 ;
as, Chicago, 82; White.Toronto, 82.

RBI - WClark, San Francisco, 95; Bonds,
Pittsburgh, 89; Johnson, New York, 81; Dawson,
Chicago, 78; Bonilla, Pittsburgh, 77; McGriff, San
Diego, 77; Gant, Atlanta, 77.

Fielder, Detroit, 102; Thomas, Chicago, 93;
, Oakland, 92; Carter, Toronto, 88;
alez, Texas, 85; Sierra, Texas, 85; Joyner,
nia, 84.

HITS - TGwynn, San Diego, 159; Butler, Los
Angeles, 142; Jose, St. Louis, 136; Grace,
Chicago, 135;.Bonilla, Pittsburgh, 133; WClark,
San Francisco, 133; Sandberg, Chicago, 132.

• Molitor, Milwaukee, 163; Palmeiro, Texas,
· en, Baltimore, 158; Puckett, Minnesota,.
· rra, Texas, 149; Franco, Texas, 143; Sax,
York, 141.
RUNS - Canseco, Oakland, 35; Fielder,
· 34; Carter, Toronto, 28; CDavis, Minnesota,
ipken, Baltimore, 26; Tartabull, Kansas City,
mas, Chicago, 24; Buhner, Seattle, 24;
erson, Oakland, 24.

HOME RUNS - Gant, Atlanta, 27; Johnson, New
York, 26; McGriff, San Diego, 25; MaWilliams, San
Francisco, 24; WClark, San Francisco,
24; KvMitchell, San Francisco, 24; O'Neill,
Cincinnati, 22.

EN BASES - RHenderson, Oakland, 44;
, Chicago, 41; RAlomar, Toronto, 36;
ia, California, 36; Cuyler, Detroit, 31 ; White,
o,28; Franco, Texas, 24.

STOLEN BASES - Nixon, Atlanta, 64; Grissom,
Montreal, 52; DeShields, Montreal, 44; Coleman,
New York, 37; Bonds, Pittsburgh, 35; Butler, Los
Angeles , 34; Lankford, St. Louis, 29.

ING - (11 Decisions) Henneman, Detroit, 98, 2.72; Erickson, Minnesota, 16-5, .762,
Klink, Oakland, 9-3, .750, 3.77; Finley,
nia, 15-6, .714, 3.96; Gullickson, Detroit, 154, 4.11; Stottlemyre, Toronto, 12-5, .706, 3.33;
on, California, 15-7, .682, 3.20.

PITCHING - (11 Decisions) Carpenter, St. Louis, 83, .727, 4.50; Downs, San Francisco, 10-4, .714,
3.26; Hurst, San Diego, 14-6, .700, 3.27; DeJesus,
Philadelphia, 9-4, .692, 3.25; Rijo, Cincinnati, 9-4,
.692, 2.66; Tomlin, Pittsburgh, 8-4, .667, 2.35;
Glavine, Atlanta, 15-7, .682, 2.24 ..

Phillies 6, Pirates 5
PHILADELPHIA (AP) Wally Backman's two-out pinchhit RBI single in the bottom of
the ninth Wednesday night gave
the Phillies their 14th straight
home victory, 6-5 over the
Pirates.
Philadelphia blew a 5-0 lead as
Pittsburgh scored twice in the
sixth and three times in ·the
eighth, tying the game on Gary
Redus' pinch-hit RBI single.
But pinch-hitter Ricky Jordan
opened the bottom of the ninth
with a double and pinch-runner
Braulio Castillo went to third on
a single by Len Dykstra.
Bill Landrum relieved Bob

Kipper (2-2) and retired Randy
Ready on a groundout and Wes
Chamberlain on a popup. John
Kruk was intentionally walked
and Backman, batting for pitcher
Mitch Williams, singled to scored
the winning run .
The Phillies beat the Pirates for
the third straight time after losing
14 in a row over two seasons to
the NL East leaders. Their 14game home winning streak is two
short of the team record, set in
1977.
The Pirates, who trailed 5-0
after five innings, tied the game
with three runs in the eighth.
Mike LaValliere Jed off with a
single and reached third when
Dykstra and Dale Murphy
allowed John Wehner's fly ball to
right-center to drop between them
for a double.
After Jose Lind popped out,
pinch-hitter Gary Varsho's tworun double made it 5-4. Williams
(7-4) relieved starter Jose
DeJesus and gave up Redus' RBI
single.
The Phillies took a 1~O lead in
the first when Dykstra led off
with a single and later scored on
Kruk's groundout. Dykstra singled again in the third, stole second and scored on Chamberlain's
double for a 2-0 lead.
In the fifth, DeJesus walked,
reached second on a wild pitch
and scored on Ready's double,
knocking out starter Randy
Tomlin. One out later, reliever
Roger Mason intentionally
walked Kruk but Murphy hit a
two-run double for a 5-0 lead.
The Pirates, who hadn't threatened since the first when they
loaded the bases with two out,
scored twice in the sixth.

Cardinals 7, Mets 3
NEW YORK (AP) - The
Mets' longest losing streak since
1982 reached 11 games
Wednesday when the Cardinals
beat them 7-3 in the first game of
a doubleheader on Ray
Lankford 's tie breaking, two-run
triple in the seventh inning.
The Mets, playing their first
game at home after a 0-10 road
trip, moved closer to the team
record of 17 straight losses.

r------------------------,
STIX Paradise Snow

1

1

Grand Opening Special
Over 50 Flavors

, this is a great opportunity
valuable communications
your future, while making
h for today! Consolidated
eting is offering part-time
g positions with flexible
ing available Mon.-Sat. We
.00/HR Guaranteed plus
up to 9.50/HR! To build your
and ake some good money
same time call - 348-5250

Your Ticket to Paradise
\resent this coupon a~d .,, , , , ,,, , , , ,/

Buy one~Get one free ~
Located on East side
,..,.
of STIX

345-7849

L------------------------~

yal Heights

Friends & Co.

509 S. Second
hind White Hen"

509 Van Buren Ave.
presents

·Deluxe 3BR
•Furnished
•Open
Courtyard

Catherine's Horse
Thursday, Aug. 22nd
9:30 p.m. - Close

Only 2 left

Great Alternative Rock

1O/mo./person
rner Management

$2.00 Cover
Must be 19 to Enter

348-5312
'

2 pieces chicken,
mashed potatoes.
gravy and biscuit

only$} 99
EVERYDAY
ALLDAY
~ ~ntuc!tY

V.

Fried Chicken®

MUST PRESENT STUDENT 1.0.

Straight A's
·Dawson is Eastern's first
athletic academic advise
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

SHANNON THOMAS/Photo editor

Tailback Broe Montgomery eludes a tackler Wednesday night during an intrasquad scrimmage at O'Brien
Stadium.

Thorne's arm lifts first team to 52-7 win
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

Eastern 's offensive line has
been working since the beginning of the summer to improve
on the inexperienced mistakes
that it made a season ago. And if
its performance from Wednesday's intra-squad scrimmage is
an indication of things to come,
the Panther offense should put
plenty of points on the board this
fall.
Led by preseason AllGateway Conference center Brad
Fichtel, the line kept the
Panthers' second string defensive squad at bay, leading the
first stringers to a 52-7 victory at
O'Brien Stadium.
Sophomore quarterback Jeff
Thome, who played a little more
than three quarters - which were
limited to 12 minutes - threw for
close to 300 yards and went
through the air for four touch-

downs.
"It was fun out there," said
Thome, who missed the last fiv·e
games of his freshman campaign
with an ankle injury. "It wasn't
like a real game, but it's as close
as you can get. If everything
clicks like it did tonight it should
be a great season."
The offensive line of Fichtel,
Tim Gleason, Brian Callahan and
Wayne Keneipp held their blocks
enabling Thome to hook up with
junior split end Martin Ellens on
a 23-yard strike for the game's
opening score. Placekicker Jason
Caldwell missed the point after,
one of the four he misfired on in
nine opportunities. The junior
was also wide to the left on a 43yard field goal attempt.
Thome also hooked up with
senior flanker Jason Cook for a
53-yard bomb and hit tight end
Tim Moore with 16-yard TD
pass, which sandwiched a 2-yard
scoring run by fullback Jamie

Pilson to give the first squad a
27-0 halftime advantage.
Thome said he had all the time
he needed to find his receivers.
"I was wearing the red vest for
protection," said Thome of the
pull-over jersey he was sporting.
"But I didn't get touched.
They're (offensive line) playing
great football and I hope it continues."
Terrence Hickman was the last
one to join in on the Thorne
touchdown passing spree when
he was found for a 68-yard pass
to make the score 33-0 early in
the third period.
Fichtel, who has moved to
center from offensive guard this
season, said his line mates have a
couple of things in mind for the
upcoming season. "Our mission
is to keep Jeff Thome happy and
make (tailback) Jamie Jones the
leading rusher in the nation.
"We work together and play
•Continued on page 10

Don Dawson, who recently
became the first academic adviser for athletics at Eastern, was
looking for a more relaxed
atmosphere and he thinks he's
found it in Charleston.
Dawson wa&. hired after a
$25,000 grant was reeeived _by
Eastern from the NCAA's CBS
television contract. The grant
was given to all Division I
schools.
The 30-year-old Dawson was
at Kentucky University from
1989-91, after serving two years
as a graduate assistant at Eastern
Kentucky.
"My major concern was that
Charleston is a small town and
the atmosphere of the campus
was a part of it," said Dawson
about accepting the Eastern
position.
"There's a lot of people
working together for the
student-athletes.
"Everything was high pressure at Kentucky. When I was at
Eastern Kentucky it was a
smaller school, but the pressure
to win was high there too.
Eastern is a relief. The athletes
aren't in the public eye as
much."
While Dawson was at
Kentucky, the Wildcats were
awarded the College Football
Association Academic Achievement Award in 1989 after having the highest graduation rate
of all Division I-A football programs in the nation.
Ninety percent of the.
Wildcats' 1983 incoming class
received diplomas.
Some of the things Dawson
hopes to accomplish at Eastern
include trying to set up a st~dy

hall system, a tutoring pro
through the athletic budget
sending progress reports to
NCAA on graduation rates.
'Tm an information ga
and I assist John Conley
assistant registrar) from
records office.
"I report to coaches abou
dent-athletes' class atten
and their getting assignme
on time."
Mike Ryan said: "We have
confidence in Don's exp
and energy to establish our
gram in a relatively quick
efficient manner and la
groundwork for Eastern's
gram to be looked up to by
institutions."
Dawson said things at
are going as planned so far.
"In the short time that
been here everyone has
real receptive to me.
"I like the university's
dards in terms of what
school does for the student
lete," he said.

High hopes and expectations are in store for booter
Just the other day I went over to check
out the Eastern soccer team for the first
time and quite honestly I did not know
what to expect when l got there.
Last year the soccer team endured a
long season. The booters went 5-11-2 and
finished fourth in the Mid-Continent
Conference behind Northern Illinois,
Akron and Cleveland State. It was only the
fourth time in school history that the
Eastern had a losing record and the first
time it finished below .500 since 1986
when it went 6-8-2.
The Panthers have the same players
coming back and I just did not know how
the players attitudes would be.
The Panthers' record was the worst in
the school's history. The offense scored
only 23 goals all season and they did not
play as a team from what I saw. It
appeared to me that the team was just
going through the motions toward the end
of the season. They were just trying to get
the season over with.

This was not the
typical Eastern soccer team . The
Panthers had won
the Mid-Con the
previous three years
and had a combined
record of 31-13-9
during that span.
They were even
ranked as high as
Ken
22nd in the nation
just a few years
Ryan
ago. ·
So what happened last year? I mean, soccer is one
sport at Eastern where the fans expect to
see a winning team. Year after year, the
Eastern soccer team puts a winning team
on the field.
Sure they lost LeBaron Hollimon, an
all-conference selection in 1988, to a foot
injury, but this is Eastern, they are not supposed to lose.

I was a little bit weary about covering
the team after last season, but I was pleasantly surprised to see the team when I got
there. I only watched the end of one practice, talked to a few players and the eighthyear head coach Cizo Mosnia, but I knew
right away that this was a brand new team.
I don't mean brand new, as in new players and a new coach because it was virtually the same team as last season, but new as
in the players' attitudes and togetherness.
What I saw was an entire team giving
100 percent effort. They were all working
on drills and they didn't need Mosnia
looking over their shoulders telling them
what to do.
These players were working out for
themselves. I could almost see the look of
determination in the eyes of the players.
They are not about to have a season like
last year.
I talked to Mosnia and he said that last
year he just did not feel confident right
from the start of the season, but this year

he feels much better going in.
I was really impressed by soph
midfielder JiJll Harkness, who was
to the all-conference squad last ye
has been sitting out this year because
off-season foot injury, but he was ou
all by himself kicking ball after b
the net.
He told me that last year's team j
not play together as a team, but sai
things would be different this year.
that the players do a lot of team thin
everybody talks about how they hav
business to take care of this year.
I -don't know if it's possible to
complete turnaround this year, but
Panthers can stay injury-free and k
same mental attitude that they ap
have right now, then there is no
how far this Eastern team can go t
son.
- Ken Ryan is a staff writer and
columnist for The Daily Eastern Ne

